List of Characters for the Host – Expansion Pack #1

8 optional players, either gender. These players may be played in any combo. You do not
need to play all optional players in the main game before adding players from this pack.

The new (free) guest pre-game site link is: www.YourMysteryParty.com/eclipsemurder We
highly suggest sending your guests here before the party.
STATUS

CHARACTER

FARRON BLOOM
OPTIONAL

PRIVATE ISLAND
CARETAKER

BLAIR CREED
OPTIONAL

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
REPRESENTATIVE

ELLERY DUKE
OPTIONAL

CROP DUSTER
PILOT

AMES GRYFFON
OPTIONAL

PRIVATE SECURITY
CONTRACTOR

PRIVATE GUARD
OPTIONAL

GRYFFON
SECURITY

BRIEF BIO
Farron Bloom lives a lonely existence on the Eclipse-owned Island of
Lost Souls. Farron spends the daylight hours tending to wide-ranging
gardens and fish farms on the small island in the South Pacific.
Nobody lives in the extensive underground facility yet, but for now Farron is there to ensure all is in working order for when the island
becomes inhabited. Farron has gone slightly mad from the isolation
and often engages in conversations with walls or other inanimate
objects.
Blair Creed is an information technology representative for B. E.
Global - a multinational conglomerate headquartered in Twilight
Cove. It is perplexing at how one person can get into so many
strange and awkward situations, but if there is trouble, Blair finds
it. You can easily tell when Blair's fibbing, as Blair's nostril's flare and
lips turn up at the corners.
Ellery Duke is an agricultural pilot from Twilight Cove. In a one-seat
turbine-powered Air Tractor, Ellery flies twelve-feet above ground
covering crops with seeds, fertilizers, and other chemicals. Ellery is a
former U.S. Army Captain and loves to spend hours talking about the
good ole’ days spent with the military. Ellery is paranoid and believes
scandalous situations are brewing about when they are not.
A human shield for hire, this private security contractor is a former
wrestler, boxer, and MMA fighter. Ames has developed a unique
style of fighting that combines a range of techniques – including
some that nobody’s seen before. With over 850 professional fights
won, Ames Gryffon now can be booked as private security for
celebrities, dignitaries, or anyone who believes they need protection
from the best. Ames has a lighthearted personality and is always
dancing as if music is playing.
This player may be expanded into a team of 16+ players as
security agents.
This team of private guards is fiercely loyal to their boss, Ames
Gryffon. Not much for conversation and lacking a sense of humor,
these protectors are always on high alert. They take their work
seriously and have heightened senses while guarding clients in
public.
This role is a team of up to 16+ players.
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OPTIONAL

LYRIC YORK
TRUCK DRIVER

PHOENIX RAVEN
OPTIONAL

VICE ADMIRAL,
UNITED STATES
NAVY

ZEPHYR SLADE
OPTIONAL

TOLLBOOTH
OPERATOR

TEAGAN STYLES
OPTIONAL

PROFESSIONAL
RESEARCH
SUBJECT

Lyric York is a truck driver home-based in Twilight Cove. A former
bartender at a family-owned night spot, The York Pad, Lyric recently
leaped behind the wheel of an 18-wheeler for A-1 Distributors. Lyric
can only see out of one eye and hear out of one ear, but that doesn’t
get in the way of long hauls across the country. Lyric has an odd
obsession with the color green and will engage in an amorous rant
about green-colored items.
Phoenix Raven is a charismatic vice admiral in the U.S. Navy. The
moment Phoenix’s feet hit the shore - plans are made for every
waking moment at Phoenix’s house by the bay. Phoenix is one of the
most popular people in Twilight Cove, but is also one of the most
gullible. Phoenix is easily impressed.
Zephyr Slade is the cunning toll collector who works the booth on
highway I-66 at the edge of town in Twilight Cove. Zephyr works the
night shift. Nobody ever sees Zephyr about town, but when Zephyr
makes an appearance, be careful of being manipulated by this
master of puppets.
Teagan Styles is a brave soul who volunteers for human research
projects at the privately-funded Twilight Cove Medical School.
Teagan is always popping investigational pills and undergoing trials
for new medical procedures. Teagan remains in good spirits about
the career choice, but those closest to this perpetual patient say
there have been many peculiar changes to Teagan’s personality
over the last few years. This is most likely due to all the clinical trials!
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